
PASSING SCORE GED ESSAY

Understanding what's expected in this section of the GED test, HiSET exam, or TASC test can help you prepare. The
GED test calls its essay question the extended response (ER). The essay on the GED test is not graded separately.

Social Studies: You need 20 raw points to pass, so you can miss 10 points. Add two or three middle
paragraphs, where you talk about specific points in your main idea. To receive a passing score, your essay
must present a clear topic supported by details from both passages. Click here to read the full article. You may
get a multiple select question, which is like multiple choice but you choose 2 or more correct answers. Check
out each question carefully and take a little time to figure out the topic and what kind of answer will be
expected. Is it well-organized? This passage provides: quotes from a doctor who says that protein from meat
keeps children alert in classes after lunchtime. Enlisting a proofreader to review the practice essay for clarity,
grammar, usage and punctuation allows the candidate to identify writing challenges and areas of improvement
before taking the actual exam. These skills include the following Social Studies Practices: drawing
conclusions and making inferences; determining central ideas, hypotheses and conclusions; analyzing events
and ideas; interpreting meaning of symbols, words and phrases; analyzing purpose and point of view;
integrating content presented in different ways; evaluating reasoning and evidence; writing analytic responses
to source texts; reading and interpreting graphs, charts and other data representations; and measuring the
center of a statistical dataset. GED Essay Template In the four-part strategy above, you read about the
importance of planning and making an outline for the position you selected. This passage provides: statistics
showing that vegetables are good for children. You'll also want to know whether your grammar and language
mechanics are sound. Step 3 â€” Write your Essay 30 Minutes. This shows that you understand exactly what it
means and how it relates to your claim. You'll have 45 minutes to complete your essay. Does the essay you
wrote follow the outline? The essay is a critical component of the General Educational Development or GED
exam, since it accounts for 35 percent of the total language score. Read the passages thoroughly, but quickly,
and make note of any specific points that stand out to you so that you can easily reference them as you
formulate your argument. If you do not delete your notes, scorers will think it is part of your response and take
points off. By arranging your ideas rationally, you will be able to express your thoughts far better on paper.


